TO:  
Directors, State Planning Councils  
Directors, Protection and Advocacy Agencies  
Directors, State Administering Agencies

SUBJECT:  
Financial Status Reports for Protection and Advocacy Agencies

LEGAL AND RELATED REFERENCES:  
PL 98-527;  
45 CFR Parts 1385 and 1386

CONTENT:  
On January 9, 1987, the Administration on Developmental Disabilities (ADD) issued ADD-PI-87-1, which contained instructions for filing expenditure reports under a new format. The Program Instruction indicated that it would become effective with the next expenditure report due. On March 25, 1987, ADD issued ADD-PI-87-2. This program instruction extended the effective date of ADD-PI-87-1 to the first quarter of fiscal year 1988 (i.e., the quarter ending December 31, 1987). This instruction still applies to the Basic Support Program. Since that most recent issuance, questions have been raised with regard to the new format for the Protection and Advocacy program. In view of these questions, we have decided to suspend indefinitely, the implementation of the new reporting procedures for the Protection and Advocacy program. Therefore, ADD-PI-87-1 and ADD-PI-87-2, for the Protection and Advocacy program are hereby rescinded. Protection and Advocacy agencies should continue to follow the format for financial status reports contained in ADD-PI-84-2, issued July 19, 1984.
EFFECTIVE DATE: Upon issuance.

INQUIRIES TO: Regional Administrators, OHDS

Robert E. Stovenour
Acting Commissioner
Administration on Developmental Disabilities

cc: HDS Regional Administrators
ADD Regional Program Officials
HDS Regional Offices of Fiscal Operations
HDS Office of Management Services
HDS Office of Regional Operations